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A B S T R A C T   

Concrete structures suffer some damage yet not failed under fatigue load, and then continue to bear 3D redis-
tributed stress. For this, the 3D fatigue loading considering various fatigue factors (e.g. confining stress, axial 
static stress (ASS) and force amplitude (FA), frequency, and cycle number) is first carried out, and then the 3D 
static loading is performed. The post-fatigue characteristics of high-strength concrete (e.g. P-wave velocity, S- 
wave velocity, porosity, gas permeability, triaxial compression strength, and elastic modulus) are gained. The 
results indicate that 3D fatigue loading weakens mechanical properties, delays wave propagation, and increases 
seepage paths. An obvious stress threshold is exhibited with increasing axial static stress and force amplitude, 
that is 80% triaxial compressive strength, where the physico-mechanical characteristics are rapidly weakened 
due to the energy dissipation caused by crack growth rises increasingly. Compared with 1D fatigue loading, the 
frequency turning point of weakening effect from decreasing to increasing is advanced under 3D fatigue loading 
due to the application of 3D stress exacerbates the heat accumulation and creep damage generation. Interest-
ingly, the fatigue damage is likely to be more sensitive to axial load compared to confining stress during 3D 
fatigue loading. In other words, the promotion effect of axial fatigue load on damage is larger than the restriction 
of confining stress. Furthermore, the fatigue damage models considering various fatigue factors are proposed. 
Then, the empirical prediction models of this damage variable to mechanical parameters (strength and elastic 
modulus) and permeability are established to predict the capacity loss caused by fatigue loading in the design of 
concrete construction. The testing results in this context could facilitate our understanding of post-fatigue 
characteristics of high-strength concrete subjected to 3D fatigue loading and guide the safe design of concrete 
construction.   

1. Introduction 

Concrete materials have been widely used in fields of construction (e. 
g. housing, bridge, and artificial island) transportation (e.g. highway, 
railway, and subsea tunnel), and water conservancy (e.g. dam, convey 
tunnel, and sluice) due to its accessibility, formability, and durability 
[1]. Therefore, excellent mechanical properties and permeability per-
formance are highly expected for concrete materials in engineering 
applications. However, concrete structures would be subjected to 
various fatigue loading (e.g. vehicle loads) during their service life [2,3], 
where the mechanical properties and permeability performance of 

concrete materials will be weakened with the accumulation of damage 
caused by fatigue loading [4,7]. Therefore, it is of great significance to 
investigate the structural performance deterioration and fatigue 
behavior of concrete materials under fatigue loading. 

Various fatigue loading tests (e.g. cyclic loading and unloading, 
constant-amplitude fatigue loading, variable amplitude fatigue loading, 
and discontinuous fatigue loading) were carried out to understand the 
fatigue behavior of the concrete materials [5–9]. Some distinctive and 
important observations were obtained from laboratory testing. For 
example, under fatigue loading, the cyclic strain, the indicator of irre-
versible fatigue life, cyclic creep, and fatigue range that is higher than 
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monotonic state strain, and the accumulated ultimate and plastic strains 
after each cycle before rupture, are dependent on the applied fatigue 
loading cycles of the concrete materials [1,7,10–14]. Nucleation, 
interaction, and multi-microdefects growth are the main causes for the 
weakening of Young’s modulus of elasticity in the fatigue process 
[15–17], and the mechanical behavior of concrete materials under fa-
tigue loading is governed by microdefects like kinetics of the micro-
structure of the concrete materials. Moreover, the different parameters 
such as loading conditions, load frequency, boundary conditions, stress 
level, matrix composition, and stress ratio affect the fatigue life of 
concrete materials [18]. In particular, the applied maximum stress and 
its range have a critical influence on fatigue life, the higher the applied 
maximum stress and the stress range, the lower their fatigue life 
[19–23]. 

In addition, many researchers focus on the quantitative character-
ization of the fatigue damage evolution of concrete materials during 
fatigue loading. Three typical approaches could be given that the 
phenomenological method, the fracture mechanics method, and the 
continuum damage mechanics method [8]. The phenomenological 
method requires a mass of high-quality experimental data, the tradi-
tional empirical equation between stress or strain and fatigue life 
(known as S-N curve or ε-N curve) is usually formulated by regression 
analysis [24–27], but it doesn’t give a constitutive law and can’t explain 
damage mechanism in fatigue [28]. The fracture mechanics method was 
established by recognizing the crack initiation and propagation in con-
crete materials [29,30], and one of the most extensively used fracture 
mechanics models is known as Paris’s law which is based on the stress 
intensity factor [31]. In this way, various modified fatigue models based 
on Paris’ law have been proposed to improve its prediction precision 
[32–35]. The continuum damage theory has also been developed using 
thermodynamic concepts under the damage mechanics framework 
[36,37], where some damage variables to characterize the damage of 
materials were given and then established the corresponding damage 
evolution equation [8,28]. In general, the fatigue damage evolution 
obeys a three-stage rule when subjected to fatigue loading, the damage 
increases fast at first, slows down then, and increases fast again at last 
until failure [12,38]. Furthermore, an analytical model applicable to 
variable amplitude fatigue loading was proposed by Keerthana et al. 

[12], with the unified concepts of damage and fracture mechanics 
within a thermodynamic framework. 

In practice, the concrete structures suffer some damage yet not failed 
under fatigue loading [39,40]. In this case, the concrete structures are 
still in a relatively stable state and will be continuously subjected to the 
in situ or redistributed stress during the service period [17,41]. In other 
words, the concrete structures continue to bear static loads after the 
fatigue disturbance under such conditions. Besides, concrete structures 
are in a 3D stress state in many cases in the field. However, 1D fatigue 
tests or numerical simulations were mainly used to study the fatigue 
behavior of concrete in previous studies [8,42–45]. Thus, enough 
attention should be given to the post-fatigue characteristics of concrete 
structures under a 3D stress state, especially for their mechanical 
properties and damage behavior. In particular, concrete structures such 
as immersed tube tunnels, dams, and tunnel linings exist in wading 
environments, the permeability of concrete is a key indicator of its 
durability [46–48]. From the perspective of engineering structure 
design, it is also an urgent problem to be solved that quantitatively 
evaluating fatigue loading on the weakening of concrete structure’s 
service performance. For this, the 3D fatigue loading considering various 
fatigue factors (e.g. confining stress, axial static stress (ASS) and force 
amplitude (FA), frequency, and cycle number) is first carried out, and 
then the 3D static loading is performed. The post-fatigue characteristics 
of concrete materials such as their physico-mechanical properties and 
permeability behavior are investigated, and the practical, acceptable 
and quantitative evaluation models of fatigue loading on the weakening 
of mechanical properties and permeability performance are established. 

2. Experimental program 

2.1. Test materials 

Due to its high strength, strong impermeability, and satisfactory 
corrosion resistance, high-strength concrete (HSC) is often used as 
supporting material in fields of the sea-crossing bridge, subsea tunnel, 
super high-rise building, and airport construction. Thus, the HSC consist 
of water, cement, secondary fly ash, slag powder, gravel, sand, and 
admixture was fabricated as the test material, its mix proportions are 

Table 1 
The mix proportions for the high strength concrete.  

Strength Grade Cement (kg/m3) Slag powder (kg/m3) Secondary fly ash (kg/m3) Sand (kg/m3) Gravel (kg/m3) Water reducer (kg/m3) Water (kg/m3) 

C50 400 50 30 750 1060 12 100  

Fig. 1. The stress loading path of the coupled fatigue-static loading (after Yang et al. [17]).  
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shown in Table 1. After a series of processes of uniform mixing of ma-
terials, molding, vibrating, and standard curing for 28 d under a con-
stant temperature of 20 ± 2 ℃ and humidity above 95% [49], the cubic 
concrete specimens with a size of 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm were 
prepared, please Fig. 1. Then, the uniaxial compression tests were per-
formed according to the Standard for Test and Evaluation of Concrete 
Compression Strength (GB50107-2010) [50] for three cubic specimens 
(CUCS-1, CUCS-2, and CUCS-3), please see Fig. 2, the cubic uniaxial 
compressive strengths are listed in Table 2. 

According to the results of the uniaxial compression tests, the cubic 
uniaxial compressive strengths are 61.56 MPa, 65.35 MPa, and 63.58 
MPa, respectively, all of which meet the standard requirements for HSC 
according to the Technical Specification for Strength Testing of High 
Strength Concrete (JGJ/T 294-2013) [51]. 

Standard cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 50 mm and a 
height of 100 mm were obtained by drilling cubic specimens. A total 
number of 156 specimens were required for the test, of which 6 speci-
mens were prepared for the measurement of the physico-mechanical 
properties of the intact concrete specimens under confined conditions, 
the 6 specimens were used to determine the fatigue life of concrete 
specimen at the maximum stress level, and the rest were used for the 
coupled 3D fatigue loading and static loading tests. 

2.2. Testing scheme 

Firstly, the initial physico-mechanical parameters of the intact con-
crete specimens were measured as a benchmark, including porosity, 
permeability, P-wave velocity (PV), S-wave velocity (SV), triaxial 
compressive strength (TCS), and elastic modulus (EM). Permeability 
tests and triaxial compression tests were carried out respectively under 
the different confining stress levels of 2, 5 MPa. The initial physico- 
mechanical parameters were listed in Table 3, where TCSi and EMi 
mean triaxial compressive strength and elastic modulus of i MPa. 

Secondly, the coupled 3D fatigue-static loading was performed on the 
concrete specimens, which includes three steps: axial static loading, 
fatigue loading, and post-fatigue static loading, as shown in Fig. 1. Then, 
the parameters, i.e. porosity, permeability, PV, and SV were measured 
again after the 3D fatigue loading, to analyze the influence of 3D fatigue 
loading on the concrete fatigue characteristics. Finally, the post-fatigue 
static loading was conducted to measure the mechanical parameter such 
as TCS and EM. 

2.3. Mechanical testing method 

The coupled 3D fatigue-static loading experiment was performed 
using the triaxial compression dynamic-static test system, which is 
developed in the Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences. The system consists of four major components: loading 
system, control system, power system, and acquisition system. The 
maximum axial static load is 1500 kN (the accuracy is 0.01kN), and the 
frequency can be applied in the range of 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz (the accuracy is 
0.1 Hz). The schematic diagram of the test system is shown in Fig. 2. 

The static triaxial compression tests were initially performed to 
determine the mechanical parameter of intact concrete specimens under 
different confining stress of 2, 5 MPa, as a benchmark for the following 
3D fatigue loading tests. The loading rate is 0.12 mm/min and could be 
considered as quasi-static [52]. The TCS and EM were obtained from 
three concrete specimens, under different confining stress of 2, 5 MPa. 

Five factors were considered in 3D fatigue loading, e.g. confining 
stress, axial static stress (ASS), fatigue loading frequency (LF), force 
amplitude (FA), and cycle number (CN). The coupled 3D fatigue loading 
and static loading tests were divided into two groups based on the 
confining stress levels (2 MPa and 5 MPa). It is divided into four parts 
according to fatigue factors (ASS, LF, FA, and CN) in each group. The 
testing conditions of both groups are listed in Table 4. The LF is mainly 
in the range of 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz with reference to the work of [17] and 
[53]. The ASS and AF were comprehensively considered to ensure that 
the specimen does not undergo macro damage after 3D fatigue loading. 
Similarly, the maximum CN is determined based on the fatigue life of the 
concrete at the maximum stress level, that is, the sum of axial static 
stress plus force amplitude. Three concrete samples were used to 
determine its fatigue life at the maximum stress level of 95% TCS5, and 
the average fatigue life is 6309, please see Table 5. The average fatigue 
damage evolution is given in Fig. 3, where the fatigue damage was 
defined by Equation (1). As we can see from Fig. 3, the fatigue damage is 
divided into three stages, to ensure that the concrete specimen does not 
undergo macroscopic damage after fatigue loading, the maximum 
number of cycles is determined to be 5000, that is, N/Nf = 0.8. 

D = 1 − Ef /E0 (1)  

where is D the fatigue damage; Ef is the elastic modules during fatigue 
loading, GPa; E0 is the initial elastic modulus, GPa. 

In addition, as is well known, if a vertical loading is applied, there 
must be an expansion perpendicular to the loading direction and the 
confining stress will be altered. For this, the typical curve of change in 
confining stress with vertical loads variation was given, please see Fig. 4 
(a), where the confining stress is kept at a constant in the stage of static 
loading, whilst it changes with the vertical loading variation in the stage 
of fatigue loading. Considering the force amplitude of the vertical 
loading is in the range of 15 ~ 94.50 kN in this paper, the change in 
confining stress under different force amplitude levels of vertical loading 
(e.g. FA = 0, FA = 42.00 kN, FA = 63.00 kN, and FA = 94.50 kN) is given 

Confining Chamber

Fatigue loads
ASS LF FA CN

Force Sensor

Loading Cylinder

Confining Stress

Piston Rod

Loading Base

Sample

Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the test system.  

Table 2 
The uniaxial compressive strengths for the cubic high strength concrete.  

Specimens CUCS-1 CUCS-2 CUCS-3 Average 
Strength 

Uniaxial compression 
strength 

61.56 
MPa 

65.35 
MPa 

63.58 
MPa 

63.50 MPa  

Table 3 
Initial physico-mechanical parameters.  

Porosity (%) Permeability (10− 18m2) PV (m/s) SV (m/s) TCS2 (MPa) EM2 (GPa) TCS5 (MPa) EM5 (GPa) 

3.21 ~ 3.52 2.40 ~ 2.70 4325.52~4536.22 4675.52~4826.25 77.73~83.59 19.86 ~ 21.52 110.36~114.85 19.02 ~ 21.15  
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in Table 6. Interestingly, there is an obvious linear correlation between 
the change of confining stress and the force amplitude of the vertical 
load (please see Fig. 4(b)), and the maximum change in confining 
pressure is only 2.68% (Table 5). Thus, the effect of changes in confining 
stress caused by the vertical loading variation is not considered in the 
subsequent experiments. It should be pointed out that the change in 
confining stress is set to 0 when the force amplitude of vertical load is 
equal to 0 in Table 6. 

2.4. Testing methods of porosity 

The concrete specimens were dried to a constant weight using 
XL101-3 drying oven (accuracy of ± 1 ◦C) and obtained its weight (M1) 

using HZF-A1000 electronic scale (accuracy of ± 0.01 g). The volume 
(V1) was calculated based on the external dimensions of the specimens 
measured using ACE-150 digital vernier caliper (accuracy of ± 0.01 
mm). Then, the dried sample was water-saturated using an H15558 
vacuum pump (accuracy of ± 0.25%) for 24 h, and the weight (M2) and 

Table 4 
Parameters of the coupled 3D fatigue-static loading in group 1 and group 2.  

Group No. Confining stress (MPa) Axial static stress (kN) Frequency (Hz) Cycle number Force amplitude (kN) Number of specimens 

Group 1 2 45.00 (30% TCS2)  2.0 1000 30.00 (20% TCS2) 3 
67.50 (45% TCS2) 3 
90.00 (60% TCS2) 3 
97.50 (65% TCS2) 3 
105.00 (70% TCS2) 3 
112.5 (75% TCS2) 3 
90.00 (60% TCS2)  0.1 1000 30.00 (20% TCS2) 3  

0.5 3  
1.0 3  
2.0 3  
5.0 3  

10.0 3 
90.00 (60% TCS2)  2.0 200 30.00 (20% TCS2) 3 

500 3 
700 3 
1000 3 
2000 3 
5000 3 

75.00 (50% TCS2)  2.0 1000 15.00 (10% TCS2) 3 
30.00 (20% TCS2) 3 
45.00 (30% TCS2) 3 
52.50 (35% TCS2) 3 
60.00 (40% TCS2) 3 
67.50 (45% TCS2) 3 

Group 2 5 63.00 (30% TCS5)  2.0 1000 42.00 (20% TCS5) 3 
94.50 (45% TCS5) 3 
126.00 (60% TCS5) 3 
136.50 (65% TCS5) 3 
147.00 (70% TCS5) 3 
157.50 (75% TCS5) 3 
126.00 (60% TCS5)  0.1 1000 42.00 (20% TCS5) 3  

0.5 3  
1.0 3  
2.0 3  
5.0 3  

10.0 3 
126.00 (60% TCS5)  2.0 200 42.00 (20% TCS5) 3 

500 3 
700 3 
1000 3 
2000 3 
5000 3 

105.00 (50% TCS5)  2.0 1000 21.00 (10% TCS5) 3 
42.00 (20% TCS5) 3 
63.00 (30% TCS5) 3 
73.50 (35% TCS5) 3 
84.00 (40% TCS5) 3 
94.50 (45% TCS5) 3 

Total number of specimens      144  

Table 5 
The fatigue life of the concrete samples at the maximum stress level of 95% TCS5.  

Sample name Sample A Sample B Sampling C 

Fatigue life 5467 6540 6920 
Average fatigue life 6309  
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Fig. 3. Average fatigue damage evolution with N/Nf (Nf = 6309).  
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the volume (V2) were measured again for the saturated sample. There-
fore, the effective porosity could be calculated by Equation (1). 

p = (M2 − M1)/(V2ρw) × 100% (1)  

where p is the effective porosity of the dried sample, %; ρw is the density 
of water, 1.0 g/cm3. 

2.5. Testing methods of ultrasonic wave velocity 

PV and SV were measured separately using an RSM-SY5 (N) digital 
ultrasonic testing device (the accuracy is 0.1 μs). Two types of ultrasonic 
probes were used, one type for the emission of the P-wave, and the other 
type for the emission of the S-wave. First, two ultrasonic probes were 

placed at both ends of the concrete specimen, where the pure water was 
used as an ultrasound couplant to avoid blocking the seepage channel. 
Then, the time that the ultrasonic wave propagates in the sample was 
automatically recorded by the device. The ratios of the sample length to 
the propagation time were calculated as the PV or the SV of the specimen 
in the axial direction. Finally, the ultrasonic wave was measured again 
after the 3D fatigue loading. 

2.6. Permeability testing method 

The instantaneous pulse method taking Klinkenberg effect into ac-
count was used to measure the permeability of concrete specimens due 
to its characteristics with low-permeability and tightness [54,55], as 
shown in Equation (2). First, the intact concrete specimens were wrap-
ped in a thermal shrinkable sleeve, then hydrostatic stress equal to 2 
MPa was loaded isotropically to avoid gas leakage from the side. Second, 
a helium gas with stress equal to 1.0 MPa was then injected into the 
sample at both inlet and outlet, where the sample was uniformly filled 
with helium gas. Then, the inlet pressure was increased to 1.5 MPa, and 
a pressure gradient of 0.5 MPa (△P0) was applied between the inlet and 
outlet. The acquisition system automatically collected pressure change 
at the inlet and outlet, where the initial permeability was measured 
based on Equation (2). Finally, the permeability was measured again 
after the 3D fatigue loading under the same loading condition. The 

(a) The typical curve of change in confining stress with the vertical loading variation  

(b) The relationship between the change in confining stress with the force amplitude of vertical loading 
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Fig. 4. The change in confining stress with vertical loads variation.  

Table 6 
Change in confining stress with the vertical loading variation.  

Confining stress 
(MPa) 

Force amplitude of 
vertical load (kN) 

Change in confining 
stress (MPa) 

Difference 
(%)  

5.0 0.00 (Added) 0.00 (Added)  0.00  
5.0 42.00 0.0575  1.15  
5.0 63.00 0.0935  1.87  
5.0 94.50 0.1340  2.68  
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schematic diagram of the permeability measurement is exhibited in 
Fig. 5. 

K =
V1V2

V1 + V2

βμL
AΔti

ln
ΔPi

ΔP0
(2)  

where K is the gas permeability of the specimens; V1 and V2 are the 
volumes of upstream and downstream pressure vessels of 0.45 L and 
0.15 L, respectively; where L is the length of the sample; μ and β are the 
viscosity and compression factor of the gas, their values are 1.89 × 10− 5 

Pa∙s and 0.99 Pa− 1 in the present study, respectively; A is the cross- 
sectional area of the specimens; △Ti is the time of the data point 
calculated from saturation; △Pi is the differential pressure at any time 
(MPa); △P0 is the initial pressure difference, and △P0 = 0.5 MPa. 

3. Results 

The post-fatigue characteristics of HSC under the coupled 3D fatigue- 

static loading were exhibited in this section, including PV, SV, porosity, 
permeability, TCS, and EM. 

3.1. P-wave velocity and S-wave velocity 

Figs. 6 and 7 show the variation in PV and SV with fatigue factors (e. 
g. ASS, LF, FA, and CN) under different confining stress of 2, 5 MPa. The 
0.1 ~ 0.85 in the abscissa of Fig. 6(a) and (c) represent 10% ~ 85% of 
the TCS under the corresponding confining stress. The initial value was 
measured for each intact concrete sample before the 3D fatigue loading. 
The results show that the PV and SV after fatigue loading are lower than 
the initial value, and the reduction is more obvious under higher 
confining stress (5 MPa). Under the same confining stress level, the PV 
and SV decrease with ASS, FA, and CN, while a transition from 
increasing to decreasing is presented with LF. 

The experimental results indicate that the fatigue loading weakens 
the characteristics of wave propagation, and the weakening effect ex-
hibits an enhancement trend with the increase of confining stress. 
However, the weakening characteristic exhibits different variations for 
different fatigue factors. Under the low level of ASS (30%, 45%, and 60% 
TCS2/TCS5) and FA (10%, 20%, and 30% TCS2/TCS5), the PV and SV 
show a slow downward trend, with a reduction rate of 0.81 ~ 5.40 m/ 
s⋅kN, and then a rapid decline is presented with a rate that can be as high 
as 11.38 ~ 34.00 m/s⋅kN. Dual characters are exhibited with the 
increasing of LF, where the PV and SV increase rapidly at a rate of 
181.04 ~ 527.90 m/s⋅Hz in the range of 0.1 Hz ~ 1.0 Hz, and then a 
slow downward trend is presented with a rate of 11.80 ~ 26.59 m/s⋅Hz. 
As for the CN, a typical two-stage downward trend is exhibited, with a 
reduction rate of 0.19 ~ 0.32 m/s per cycle before 1000 cycles, and then 
the reduction rate slows to 0.085 ~ 0.091 m/s per cycle. 

Hydrostatic Pressure

Bolt

Garter Spring
Thermal Shrinkable Sleeve

Fluid InletFluid Outlet

Confining Chamber

Sample

Fig. 5. The schematic diagram of the permeability measurement.  

(a) P-wave velocity VS Axial static stress                   (b) P-wave velocity VS Frequency 

 (c) P-wave velocity VS Force amplitude                  (d) P-wave velocity VS Cycle number 
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Fig. 6. Variations in P-wave velocity with fatigue factors under confining stress of 2, 5 MPa.  
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3.2. Porosity and permeability 

The variation in porosity and permeability with the various fatigue 
factors under confining stresses of 2, 5 MPa are exhibited in Figs. 8 and 
9. The results indicate that the fatigue loading enhances the seepage 
capacity, where the porosity and permeability are increased with 
increasing ASS, FA, and CN, while they undergo a decrease-increase 
transition with respect to LF. In addition, the enhancement effect is 
more obvious under confining stress of 5 MPa, which implies that the 
porosity and permeability have a high sensitivity to the axial loads 
compared to confining stress. 

Similar to PV and SV, the porosity and permeability show different 
variations with fatigue factors. The porosity and permeability show a 
slow increment trend under the low level of ASS (30%, 45%, and 60% 
TCS2/TCS5) and FA (10%, 20%, and 30% TCS2/TCS5), while they in-
crease rapidly when the stress threshold is exceeded. A noticeable 
transition from decreasing to increasing is presented with LF for porosity 
and permeability, and the turning point appears near the frequency of 
1.0 Hz. For CN, the porosity and permeability show a two-stage evolu-
tion relationship. 

3.3. Triaxial compression strength and elastic modulus 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the variation in TCS and EM with fatigue factors 
(ASS, LF, FA, and CN) under confining stresses of 2, 5 MPa. They exhibit 
similarity with PV and SV, where the mechanical behavior such as TCS 
and EM were degenerated by fatigue loading, and the weakening was 
further strengthened under higher confining stress. However, the 
different variations were presented with fatigue factors. With the in-
crease of ASS, LF, and CN, the TCS and EM were gradually decreased, 
while the transition characteristics were given for LF from increasing to 
decreasing. It is interesting that there was an obvious stress threshold for 

ASS and LF, that is, the maximum axial stress, the sum of the ASS plus FA 
reaches 80% TCS2/TCS5, and they will be decreased rapidly once 
exceeding the threshold as well as PV and SV. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The weakening mechanism of concrete under the coupled 3D fatigue 
loading and static loading 

As we mentioned, the physico-mechanical characteristics of HSC 
were degraded by fatigue loading, where the parameters such as PV, SV, 
TCS, and EM are decreased, whilst the permeability and porosity are 
further increased. The reason for this phenomenon is the non-uniform 
cracks were propagated inside concrete specimens during fatigue 
loading, and the cracks propagating along the loading direction are 
predominant, which has been observed cleanly by Skarzynski et al. [56] 
using X-ray micro-CT images. Subsequently, the growth of cracks results 
in the weakening of mechanical properties (TCS and EM), delay of P- 
wave and S-wave propagation, and increase of the transport paths. 

4.2. The weakening mechanism of concrete for ASS and FA 

However, it is interesting that the weakening effect exhibits an 
obvious difference for various fatigue factors. With the increase of the 
fatigue factors of ASS and FA, the physico-mechanical characteristics of 
HSC show a slight change under the low level of ASS (30%, 45%, and 
60% TCS2/TCS5) and FA (10%, 20%, and 30% TCS2/TCS5), whilst the 
weakening effect is significantly strengthened under the high level of 
ASS (65%, 70% and 75% TCS2/TCS5) and FA (35%, 40% and 45% TCS2/ 
TCS5). This indicates that there is an obvious stress threshold, the 
maximum stress level, the sum of the ASS plus FA reaches 80% TCS2/ 
TCS5. This could be explained by the cumulative damage caused by 

(a) S-wave velocity VS Axial static stress                   (b) S-wave velocity VS Frequency

(c) S-wave velocity VS Force amplitude                  (d) S-wave velocity VS Cycle number 
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Fig. 7. Variation in S-wave velocity with fatigue factors under confining stress of 2, 5 MPa.  
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energy dissipation. First, the stress level effect on fatigue characteristics 
of concrete can be ascribed as the damage accumulation rate [57]. 
Furthermore, the results of Tepfers et al. [58], Lei et al. [59], and Zhang 
et al. [44] indicated that the energy dissipation caused by crack growth 
rises increasingly when the stress level exceeds 0.8σc, accelerating the 
development of concrete damage dramatically, please see Fig. 12. Thus, 
the physico-mechanical characteristics of HSC are rapidly weakened 
after exceeding the maximum stress level of 80% TCS2/TCS5 in this 
paper. 

4.3. The weakening mechanism of concrete for LF 

Previous studies [60–62] indicated that the effect of LF on fatigue 
characteristics of concrete was significant when the maximum stress 
level was greater than 0.75σc, resulting in changes in fatigue life. Thus, 
the LF has a significant influence on the physico-mechanical charac-
teristics of HSC under the maximum stress level of 80% TCS2/TCS5 in 
this paper. However, a noticeable transition characteristic was exhibited 
for LF. Firstly, the weakening effect caused by fatigue loading decreases 
with LF in a range from 0.1 Hz to 1.0 Hz. The loading frequency effect on 
fatigue characteristic of concrete can be ascribed as the creep damage 
accumulation in a range from 0.1 Hz to 1.0 Hz [63]. The increment of 
creep damage is a consequence of the greater duration of tests and 
consequently the increase of creep damage [56,61]. Thus, the weak-
ening effect caused by fatigue loading is more obvious in lower fre-
quencies. Secondly, the opposite result is presented with a frequency 
from 1.0 Hz to 10.0 Hz, where the weakening effect increases with 
frequency. This could also be explained by the self-heating effect caused 
by frequency loading. The time between cycles is not sufficient to 
dissipate the heat generated by that friction between the contacting 
faces of the fissures in high-frequency fatigue tests [64], result in 
increasing the temperature of the concrete. This exists throughout the 

fatigue loading and accelerating the creep damage of the concrete, so 
weakening the physico-mechanical characteristics. A similar experi-
mental phenomenon, the frequency threshold of weakening effect, was 
observed by Eftekhari et al. [65] and Thomas et al. [63], where the fa-
tigue life at higher frequencies is less than that at lower frequencies 
when exceeding the frequency threshold. However, it is interesting that, 
compared with the uniaxial compression fatigue loading, the frequency 
threshold of weakening effect is advanced for 3D fatigue loading in this 
paper, from 4.0 Hz ~ 15.0 Hz [63,65] to 1.0 Hz. The reason is that the 
application of 3D stress limits the lateral deformation of concrete and 
energy dissipation, thus exacerbating the heat accumulation and creep 
damage generation. 

4.4. The weakening mechanism of concrete for CN 

As shown in the results, the weakening effect is in accord with the 
two-stage damage evolution theories with the increasing number of 
cycles [26,66,67], where the nonlinear evolution relationship is pre-
sented between damage and CN in the low-cycle stage, and then a linear 
relationship is exhibited for both of them. This could be explained by the 
damage accumulation caused by crack growth with the increasing 
number of cycles on the lifetime scale of the corresponding load range 
[3,68,69]. Firstly, in the low-cycle level, the growth of cracks inside 
concrete specimen is in the initiation stage with strong randomness 
[70,71], resulting in a nonlinear damage variation. However, the growth 
of cracks is in the propagation stage under a high-cycle level [70,71], 
where new cracks begin to develop and propagate steadily [72–74]. 
Thus, the damage exhibits a good linear relationship to CN. 

(a) Porosity VS Axial static stress                        (b) Porosity VS Frequency

(c) Porosity VS Force amplitude                         (d) Porosity VS Cycle number 
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5. Evolution of damage accumulation and establishment of the 
empirical prediction model 

Excellent mechanical properties and permeability performance are 
highly expected for concrete materials in engineering applications. 
However, with the change of actual loads caused by various fatigue 
loading (e.g. traffic loads and seismic loads), the mechanical properties 
and permeability performance of concrete materials will be deteriorated 
with the accumulation of damage caused by fatigue loading [1]. 
Therefore, the determination of mechanical properties and permeability 
performance of concrete materials subjected to fatigue loading is of 
great significance. For this, it would be nice to establish a direct rela-
tionship between the ASS, LF, FA, and CN of fatigue loading to a damage 
variable. Then the relationship of this damage variable to mechanical 
parameters (TCS and EM) and permeability is established. Hence, any 
designer could incorporate directly a loss of capacity caused by fatigue 
loading in the design of any concrete construction. 

5.1. Damage accumulation caused by fatigue loading 

As shown by the experimental results, the mechanical properties and 
permeability performance of concrete materials are deteriorated due to 
the accumulation of damage caused by fatigue loading, and the weak-
ening effect exhibits different variations for different fatigue factors 
(ASS, LF, FA, and CN). Therefore, the direct relationships between the 
ASS, LF, FA, and CN of fatigue loading to a damage variable need to be 
established separately. For a pragmatic monitoring purpose, some of the 
non-destructive variables could be selected, especially those which 
could be measured in the field. Fortunately, measurement of the ultra-
sonic wave is comparably an easy and simple task, which can be con-
ducted in site and laboratory to characterize the fatigue properties of 
materials [75]. Thus, the damage variable can be defined based on the S- 

wave velocity that is closely related to the elastic constant, density, and 
development of cracks [76], please see Equation (5). It should be noted 
that ASS and FA are considered comprehensively as the maximum axial 
stress (Smax), that is, the sum of the ASS plus FA. Here, we further added 
four available data to the accuracy of the fatigue damage model, please 
Table 7. 

D = 1 − V2
sf /V2

s0 (5)  

where Vsf is the SV of the specimens subjected to fatigue loading, m/s; 
Vs0 is the SV of the intact specimens, m/s. 

Under the current experimental conditions, good correlation re-
lationships are exhibited between damage variable versus ASS, LF, FA, 
and CN of fatigue loading, as we can see from Fig. 13. The best-fit curves 
are selected separately, and the fitting equations and correlation co-
efficients are given in Table 8. It can be inferred that a ‘Nike’ shape 
regression relationship is obtained for the damage variable and LF, an 
exponential regression relationship is exhibited for damage variable and 
maximum axial stress, and the two-stage damage evolution relationship 
is given for CN. From these relationships, one could be easily obtained 
the first prediction of the damage subjected to fatigue loading with 
different fatigue factors. In addition, it is interesting that the damage 
caused by fatigue loading under the confining stress of 5 MPa is greater 
than that of 2 MPa, which indicates that the promotion effect of axial 
loads on damage is larger than the limiting effect of confining stress. In 
other words, the damage has a high sensitivity to the axial loads 
compared to confining stress. Meanwhile, this can also explain why the 
weakening effect is enhanced at high confining stress levels as shown in 
experimental results. 

(a) Permeability VS Axial static stress                   (b) Permeability VS Frequency

(c) Permeability VS Force amplitude                  (d) Permeability VS Cycle number 
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Fig. 9. Variation in permeability with fatigue factors under confining stress of 2, 5 MPa.  
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(a) Triaxial compression strength VS Axial static stress       (b) Triaxial compression strength VS Frequency

(c) triaxial compression strength VS Force amplitude   (d) Triaxial compression strength VS Cycle number 
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Fig. 10. Variation in triaxial compression strength with fatigue factors under confining stress of 2, 5 MPa.  

(a) Elastic modulus VS Axial static stress                   (b) Elastic modulus VS Frequency

(c) Elastic modulus VS Force amplitude                  (d) Elastic modulus VS Cycle number 
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Fig. 11. Variation in elastic modulus with fatigue factors under confining stress of 2, 5 MPa.  
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5.2. Establishment of empirical prediction model for mechanical 
properties and permeability performance 

Furthermore, the relationship of this damage variable to mechanical 
parameters (TCS and EM) and permeability are established separately 
(see Fig. 14), and the equations of the best-fit line and the correlation 
coefficients are determined for each regression regime. In all of the 
cases, the linear regression relationships are obtained between damage 
variable versus TCS, EM, and permeability, and the regression equations 
and correlation coefficients are also given in Table 9. Regression analysis 
results indicate that the mechanical parameters (TCS and EM) and 
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Fig. 12. The relationship between the single-cycle energy dissipation per unit volume and stress level (Zhang et al. [44]).  

Table 7 
Supplementary data.  

Confining stress Fatigue factor Supplementary data 

2 (in MPa) Maximum Axial Force Smax/TCS2 = 1, D2 = 1.0  

Cycle number N = 0, D2 = 0 
5 (in MPa) Maximum Axial Force Smax/TCS5 = 1, D5 = 1.0 

Cycle number N = 0, D5 = 0  

(a) Damage variable VS Loading frequency              (b) Damage variable VS Maximum axial force

(c) Damage variable VS Cycle number
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R² = 0.7792
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permeability approach the initial value of the intact specimen when the 
damage variable is zero, which is easy to understand. The error analysis 
results are shown in Table 10. Thus, the regression equations can be 
written as a unified model, please see Equation (3). 

Xi = ηD+X0i (3)  

where Xi means that the mechanical parameters (TCS and EM) and 
permeability of concrete subjected to fatigue disturbance under 
confining stress of i MPa; η is the slope of regression curve, which will be 
changed for different parameters; D is the damage variable; X0i means 
that the mechanical parameters (TCS and EM) and permeability of intact 
concrete under confining stress of i MPa. 

In addition, it is interesting that the slopes of the regression curve (η) 
of TCS and EM are the same for the concrete subjected to fatigue loading 
under different confining stress (Fig. 13(a) and (b)), which indicates that 
the slope of the regression curve (η) is not related to confining stress. 
However, the slopes of the regression curve of permeability are 
different. This is caused by the different confining stresses being applied 
during different stages of permeability measurement, please see Fig. 15. 
Therefore, a conclusion here can be inferred that the slope of the 
regression curve is not related to confining stress under consistent 
confining stress conditions such as Fig. 15(a). Furthermore, based on the 
evolution equation of permeability under the consistent confining stress 
of 2 MPa, K2 = 6.8058D + K02, the evolution model of permeability 
under the consistent confining stress of 5 MPa could be predicted as K5- 

pre = 6.8058D + K05. Here, K05 = 1.4204 × 10− 18 m2. Thus, the 

Table 8 
Regression analysis results.  

Confining 
stress 

Parameters to be 
related 

Regression equation R2 

value 

2 (in MPa) Damage variable –LF 
(in Hz) 

D2 = 0.01001f + 0.02277/f  0.8692 

Damage variable – 
Smax/TCS2 

D2 = 2.9826 ×
10− 8e17.2954Smax/TCS2  

0.9740 

Damage variable-CN D2-I = − 7.3773E− 08 N2 +

1.9632E-4N  
0.9982 

D2-II = 3.4747E− 5N + 0.0904  0.9993 
5 (in MPa) Damage variable –LF 

(in Hz) 
D5 = 0.01467f + 0.02797/f  0.7792 

Damage 
variable–Smax/TCS5 

D5 = 4.6636 ×
10− 7e12.2265Smax/TCS5  

0.9783 

Damage variable-CN D5-I = − 1.3041E− 7N2 +

2.9180E− 4N  
0.9771 

D5-II = 3.0444E− 5N + 0.1395  0.9936  

(a) Triaxial compression strength VS Damage variable         (b) Elastic modulus VS Damage variable 

  (c) Elastic modulus VS Damage variable 

TCS5 = -45.731D + 110.19
R² = 0.6547

TCS2 = -46.835D + 77.53
R² = 0.857
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Fig. 14. Correlations between damage variable and physical–mechanical properties.  

Table 9 
Regression analysis results.  

Confining 
stress 

Parameters to be related Regression equation R2 

value 

2 (in MPa) TCS (in MPa)–D TCS2 = -46.835D +
77.53  

0.8570 

EM (in GPa)–D EM2 = -15.352D +
20.651  

0.8570 

Permeability (in 
10− 18m2)-D 

K2 = 6.8058D + 2.7507  0.6066 

5 (in MPa) UCS (in MPa)–D TCS5 = -45.731D +
110.19  

0.6547 

EM (in GPa)–D EM5 = -15.228D +
20.556  

0.8835 

Permeability (in 
10− 18m2)- D 

K5 = 14.673D + 2.8907  0.6445  
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empirical prediction model of mechanical parameters (TCS and EM) and 
permeability can be established, please see Table 11, where the 
sequence of confining stress means that the confining stress is applied in 
different experimental stages as shown in Fig. 15. 

Therefore, the loss of bearing capacity and permeability performance 
caused by fatigue loading in the design of any concrete construction 
could be quantitatively predicted under different confining stress, with 
reference to the fatigue damage model and empirical prediction model 
in Tables 8 and 11, based on the measurement of S-wave velocity that is 
an easy and simple task in the site. However, it should be pointed out 
that the empirical prediction model is established based on existing 
experimental data, thus, its applicability needs to be discussed for other 
test conditions. 

6. Conclusion 

In this work, the coupled 3D fatigue-static loading experiment is 

carried out, investigation on the post-fatigue characteristics of high- 
strength concrete including P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, porosity, 
gas permeability, triaxial compression strength, and elastic modulus, 
and establishment of fatigue damage model considering various fatigue 
factors (axial static stress, loading frequency, force amplitude, cycle 
number and confining stress) and empirical prediction model for me-
chanical properties and permeability performance, the following con-
clusions can be drawn:  

(1) The 3D fatigue loading leads to the weakening of mechanical 
properties, delay of wave propagation, and increase of the 
transport paths of high-strength concrete. Thus, the triaxial 
compression strength, elastic modulus, P-wave velocity, and S- 
wave velocity are decreased, whilst the permeability and porosity 
are increased.  

(2) Damage caused by axial fatigue loading under the confining 
stress of 5 MPa is greater than that of 2 MPa. This implies that the 
promotion effect of axial fatigue load on damage is larger than 
the restriction of confining stress, that is, the damage has a higher 
sensitivity to the axial loads compared to confining stress during 
3D fatigue loading.  

(3) Discussion of the influence of different fatigue factors on the 
weakening characteristics of high-strength concrete, and analysis 
of their weakening mechanism. With the increase of axial static 
stress and force amplitude, there is an obvious stress threshold, 
where the physico-mechanical characteristics of high-strength 
concrete are rapidly weakened due to the energy dissipation 
caused by crack growth rises increasingly after exceeding the 
maximum stress level of 80% TCS2/TCS5. Secondly, a noticeable 
decrease-increase transition characteristic is exhibited for weak-
ening effect with increasing frequency, where the weakening ef-
fect is decreased from 0.1 Hz to 1.0 Hz due to the reduction of 
creep damage accumulation, whilst the self-heating effect en-
hances the weakening effect from 1.0 Hz to 10.0 Hz. However, it 
is interesting that the frequency turning point of the weakening 
effect is advanced under 3D fatigue loading compared with 1D 
fatigue loading, from 4.0 ~ 15.0 Hz to 1.0 Hz. Finally, the 
weakening effect shows an obvious two-stage evolution with 
increasing cycle number. At the low-cycle level, a nonlinear 
variation is exhibited due to the growth of cracks with strong 
randomness in the initiation stage, whilst a good linear weak-
ening effect is given owing to the growth of cracks is in the stable 
propagation stage at the high-cycle level.  

(4) Based on the S-wave velocity that is an easy and simple task in the 
site, the fatigue damage models considering fatigue factors such 
as axial static stress, loading frequency, force amplitude, and 
cycle number are proposed under different confining stress. 
Furthermore, the empirical prediction models of this damage 
variable to mechanical parameters (triaxial compression strength 
and elastic modulus) and permeability of high-strength concrete 
subjected to 3D fatigue loading are established. Therefore, the 
loss of bearing capacity and permeability performance caused by 
fatigue loading in the design of any concrete construction could 
be quantitatively predicted with reference to the fatigue damage 
model and the empirical prediction model. 

The testing results in this context could facilitate our understanding 
of post-fatigue characteristics of high-strength concrete subjected to 3D 
fatigue loading, and provide a reference for predicting the loss of 
bearing capacity and permeability performance caused by fatigue 
loading in the design of any concrete construction for any designer. 
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Table 10 
Error analysis results.  

Confining 
stress 

Regression 
equation 

D = 0 Initial value Error 
(%) 

2 (in MPa) TCS2 = − 46.835D 
+ 77.53 

TCS2 = 77.53 (in 
MPa) 

77.66 (in 
MPa) 

− 0.17 

EM2 = − 15.352D 
+ 20.651 

EM2 = 20.651 
(in GPa) 

20.06 (in 
GPa) 

2.95 

K2 = 6.8058D +
2.7507 

K2 = 2.7507 (in 
10− 18m2) 

2.63 (in 
10− 18m2) 

4.59 

5 (in MPa) TCS5 = − 45.731D 
+ 110.19 

TCS5 = 110.19 
(in MPa) 

112.36 (in 
MPa) 

− 1.93 

EM5 = − 15.228D 
+ 20.556 

EM5 = 20.556 
(in GPa) 

20.10 (in 
GPa) 

2.27 

K5 = 14.673D +
2.8907 

K5 = 2.8907 (in 
10− 18m2) 

2.71 (in 
10− 18m2) 

6.67  

Fig. 15. The measurement diagram.  

Table 11 
Empirical prediction model.  

Parameters to be 
related 

Regression 
equation 

Coefficient Sequence of 
confining stress 

TCS (in MPa)–D TCS2 = βD +
TCS02 

β =
− 46.238 

2 MPa–2 MPa − 2 
MPa 

TCS5 = βD +
TCS05 

5 MPa–5 MPa − 5 
MPa 

EM (in GPa)–D EM2 = γD + EM02 γ =
− 15.290 

2 MPa–2 MPa − 2 
MPa 

EM5 = γD + EM05 5 MPa–5 MPa − 5 
MPa 

Permeability (in 
10− 18m2)-D 

K2 = ζD + K02 ζ = 6.8058 2 MPa–2 MPa − 2 
MPa 

K5-predicted = ζD +
K05 

5 MPa–5 MPa − 5 
MPa 

K5 = θD + K05 θ = 14.673 2 MPa–5 MPa − 2 
MPa  
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